Let S be a regular semigroup. An inverse subsemigroup S° of S is an inverse transversal if \V(x) n S°| = 1 for each xeS, where V(x) denotes the set of inverses of x. In this case, the unique element of V(x)nS° is denoted by x°, and x°° denotes (x 0 )" 1 . Throughout this paper S denotes a regular semigroup with an inverse transversal S°, and E(S°) = E° denotes the semilattice of idempotents of S°. The sets {e e S: ee° = e] and {/e 5: / " / = / } a r e denoted by / s and A s , respectively, or simply / and A. Though each element of these sets is idempotent, they are not necessarily sub-bands of S. 
Let S be a regular semigroup. An inverse subsemigroup S° of S is an inverse transversal if \V(x) n S°| = 1 for each xeS, where V(x) denotes the set of inverses of x. In this case, the unique element of V(x)nS° is denoted by x°, and x°° denotes (x 0 )" 1 . Throughout this paper S denotes a regular semigroup with an inverse transversal S°, and E(S°) = E° denotes the semilattice of idempotents of S°. The sets {e e S: ee° = e] and {/e 5: / " / = / } a r e denoted by / s and A s , respectively, or simply / and A. Though each element of these sets is idempotent, they are not necessarily sub-bands of S. When both / and A are sub-bands of S, S° is called an S-inverse transversal. An inverse transversal S° is multiplicative if x°xyy° e E°, and S° is weakly multiplicative if (x°xyy°)° e E° for every x,yeS. A band B is left [resp. right] regular if efe = ef [resp. efe = fe], and B is left [resp. right] normal if efg = egf [resp. efg = feg~} for every e,fgeB. A subset Q of S is a quasi-ideal of S if QSQ c S.
We list already obtained results in [3, 4, 5, 6 ], which will be used in this paper: 
Main theorem
To achieve our aim, we need several lemmas. 
T = (xfey(xfey)°)° = (efeyr(xfey)° =
(2) By using (1.1), we can tediously but easily show that 
, and
Define a multiplication on the set W = {(e,x,f)el xS° x A:eeL xx -t ,feR x -i x } by (e,x,f)(g,y,h)=(e(f,g)ix (xy) , x(f*g)y, (f,g)P ix , y) h). Then W is a regular semigroup with an inverse transversal isomorphic to S°.
Conversely, every regular semigroup with an inverse transversal can be constructed in this way.
Proof. We can easily show, by using (a*) and (b*), that W is a semigroup. Let W° = {{e,x,f)eW:e,f<EE°}. Then (e,x,f)eW° if and only if e = xx" 1 and / = x" 1 x. By (2*) and (c*), we obtain (xx" 1 ,x,x" 1 x)(>'>'~1,3',y" 1 >') = (xy(x3;)" 
*). For each (x,y)eS°xS° and for every (f,e)eR x -i x xL yy -i, put (f,e)oc (x . y) = xfey(xfey)° and (f,e)P (x , y) = (xfey)°xfey. Then, ot (x _ y) ePT(AxI,I) and P (xy) ePT(AxI,A), and by Lemma 2.4, they satisfy the conditions (a*)-(c*). Thus we can construct a semigroup W = {(e,x,f)el s x S° x A s :e€L xx -i,feR x -, x } under the multiplication (e,x,f)(g,y,h) = (exfgy(xfgy)°,x(fg)°°y,(xfgy)°xfgyh).
Then, by (1.6), W~5. The proof is complete.
Application to special cases (7) S-inverse transversals
Lemma 3.1. In Theorem 2.5, if the mapping * satisfies the condition (1*), and (2°) / * e° = /°* e = / V instead of the conditions (2*), ( Proof. It is clear that (2°) implies (2*), (3*) and (4*). Thus, it is enough to show that W° is an S-inverse transversal of W. Let (e,x,f),(g,y, h) Let (e, x, / ) , (g, y, h ) e W. Then, since f *geE°, we have
so that W° is weakly multiplicative. By (6) If the mapping * in Theorem 2.5 satisfies the condition (1°), then x(f *e)y = xy for ( / e ) 6 R x -i , x L r i , so that we can omit the mapping *. Thus, by Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.5, we obtain: Though the condition (1) g°(f *e)=g°f *e and (f*e)h° = f*eh° has been used instead of (1*) f°{f*e)e° = f*e in [3] and [9] , Corollaries 3.9 and 3.10 can be obtained under the condition (1*) which is weaker than (1) .
Moreover, we can obtain construction theorems on idempotent-generated regular semigroups with inverse transversals and bands with inverse transversals, by taking 5° = £° in Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.6, respectively.
